DENHAMS
General sale 768 to be held on 22nd May of 2019
PUBLIC VIEWING
Friday

17th May

9am - 5pm

Saturday

18th May

9am - 12 noon

Monday

20th May

9am - 5.30pm

Tuesday

21st May

9am - 5.30pm

Wednesday

22nd May

9am - 10am

IMPORTANT NOTICES
BIDDING

Prior to bidding you will be required to register for a Paddle Number, two forms of identity with
proof of address and a home telephone number will be required.

COMMISSION

Buyers Premium of 25% plus vat (30% inclusive) is payable on the hammer price of every lot.

PAYMENT

Payment is welcome by debit card. Payment by cheque is not accepted.

CLEARING

NO clearing is allowed during the auction, there are NO exceptions to this rule

DELIVERY

For delivery of furniture we recommend Libbys Transport 01306 886755 or mobile 07831
799319
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1

A pair of oak and white laminate finished bedside chests of 3 drawers with tore handles 65cm h x 54cm w x
47cm d £40-60

2

A Georgian style mahogany lowboy fitted 3 drawers raised on cabriole supports 70cm x 73cm w x 42cm d
(some light scratching to the top) £40-60

3

A Regency mahogany chiffonier with raised back, fitted a drawer above arched panelled doors, raised on a
platform base 128cm h x 92cm w x 41cm d (some signs of old but treated worm) £60-90

4

A hardwood wardrobe with moulded cornice enclosed by a panelled door, the base fitted 2 drawers raised on
square supports 200cm h x 143cm w (this piece is in one section and does not break down) £30-50

5

A Continental carved hardwood cabinet, the upper section fitted shelves enclosed by glazed panelled doors,
the base fitted a double cupboard enclosed by panelled doors 199cm h x 100cm w x 38cm d £50-75

6

A set of 6 mid 20th Century Ministry of Works beech framed folding chairs £30-50

7

A Continental "Wedgwood" blue painted cabinet, fitted shelves enclosed by glazed panelled doors and with
columns to the sides 140cm h x 117cm w x 48cm d £40-60

8

A light oak and white laminate framed dressing table mirror with rectangular swing mirror, the base fitted 4
short drawers raised on square supports 142cm h x 135cm w x 47cm £50-75

9

A set of 6 elm hoop and stick back dining chairs with solid seats, turned stretchers, raised on turned supports
(1 back f) £30-50

10

Twp 1930's Art Deco walnut pedestal chests of 3 short drawers, raised on a platform base 65cm x 59cm x
46cm £30-50

11

A T & G Woodwear Ltd rectangular kitchen butchers block/trolley fitted two drawers, two baskets and slatted
undertier 87cm x 79cm x 55cm £30-50

12

A light oak and white laminate finished chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with tore handles on a platform
base 124cm h x 106cm w x 45cm d £50-75

13

A pair of modern hardwood dining chairs with iron lattice back and stuff over seats £10-20

14

A pair of Georgian style inlaid yew bedsides chests of 4 long drawers on bracket feet 73cm h x 44cm w x 33cm
d £50-75

15

An 18th Century oak drop flap gateleg dining table raised on turned supports 70cm x 112cm x 47cm (old split
to top) £40-60

16

A set of 4 Victorian style painted cast aluminium garden chairs raised on cabriole supports £60-90

17

A 1930's oak circular 3 tier folding cake stand 88cm h x 23cm diam. £20-30

18

A mid 20th Century rosewood finished dining table, the bottom marked Vejle Stole-Og Mobelfabrik A/ 74cm h x
139cm l x 89cm w £50-75

19

A Scottish William IV mahogany tea table raised on spiral turned supports 76cm h x 91cm x 46cm (top is
warped) £20-30

20

A Georgian style mahogany writing table of serpentine outline with inset writing surface, the raised back fitted 3
long drawers flanked by a pair of cupboards, the base fitted 2 long drawers on turned supports 95cm h x 89cm
w x 45cm d £50-75

21

A light oak and white laminate finished pedestal chest of 5 drawers 118cm h x 67cm w x 47cm d £50-75

22

A Victorian style 2 seat sofa upholstered in buttoned floral material raised on turned supports 82cm h x 120cm
w x 51cm d £40-60

23

A pine dining suite comprising twin pillar extending dining table with concealed extra leaf together with a set of
6 Hepplewhite style dining chairs - 2 carvers, 4 standard £10-20

24

A Victorian mahogany chest of 2 short and 2 long drawers with tore handles, raised on bun feet 83cm h x
104cm w x 51cm d (some damage to the handles) £50-75
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25

A rectangular light oak and laminate ottoman chest of 2 long drawers with tore handles raised on a platform
base 46cm h x 126cm x 46cm £40-60

26

A Georgian style oval yew coffee table raised on a pillar and tripod base 51cm h x 115cm w x 77cm d £30-50

27

An oak dresser, the raised back fitted 3 cupboards enclosed by lead glazed panelled doors, the base fitted 4
short drawers above a double cupboard, raised on a platform base 183cm h x 183cm w x 44cm d £40-60

28

An oak 7 tier waterfall bookcase 188cm h x 108cm w x 21cm d £30-50

29

A set of 6 mid 20th Century teak ladder back dining chairs £30-50

30

An elm oval drop flap gateleg dining table on turned supports 76cm h x 104cm w x 48cm d £30-40

31

A pair of 1960's yellow painted metal stick back dining chairs and a rectangular formica topped kitchen table
75cm h x 122cm l x 76cm w £20-30

32

Poul Hundevad-Vamdrup, a mid 20th Century teak 2 tier tea trolley 58cm h x 75cm w x 44cm d £30-50

33

A pair of beech framed ladder back dining chairs £20-30

34

A pine toy trunk with hinged lid 45cm h x 59cm w x 46cm d £30-50

35

A circular Chippendale style mahogany occasional table on square fluted supports 52cm h x 63cm diam.
£24-34

36

An oak dresser with raised back fitted 3 recesses above an arrangement of 2 long drawers with 4 cupboards
enclosed by panelled doors 180cm h x 183cm w x 45cm d £30-50

37

A set of 4 Victorian mahogany hoop back dining chairs, the seats of serpentine outline, raised on cabriole
supports (frames slightly loose) £14-24

38

An Art Deco walnut bedside cabinet fitted a drawer above a cupboard on a platform base 69cm h x 35cm w x
35cm d £30-50

39

A George IV mahogany D end dining table with 1 extra leaf, raised on 8 turned supports, 70cm h x 122cm w, x
120cm l x 171 when extended (slight marks to the top) £30-50

40

A set of 6 late Victorian carved mahogany dining chairs with upholstered seats and backs on turned supports
£10-20

41

A pine trunk with hinged lid 46cm x 77cm w x 50cm d £30-50

42

A Georgian style yew hall table fitted 2 drawers raised on turned and fluted supports 75cm x 105cm x 30cm d
£30-50

43

A pine chest of 2 short and 2 long drawers 78cm h x 91cm 1 x 48cm d £20-40

44

A light oak display cabinet the upper section enclosed by glazed sliding panelled doors, the base fitted a
cupboard enclosed by panelled doors 145cm h x 69cm w x 28cm d £8-12

45

A 1930's Art Deco HAC Westminster chiming longcase clock with 26cm silvered dial with Arabic numerals
contained in oak case raised on bun feet 201cm h £20-40

46

A Jaycee cherry display cabinet fitted adjustable shelves enclosed by astragal glazed panelled doors, the base
fitted 3 short drawers above a triple panel with woven cane panels to the doors, raised on square supports
194cm h x 123cm w x 48cm d £20-30

47

A pine dining suite comprising extending dining table with concealed extra leaf raised on turned supports 75cm
h x 140cm l x 90cm w, together with 6 slat and bar back dining chairs - 2 carvers, 4 standard £20-30

48

A Georgian style mahogany hanging display cabinet with broken pediment, fitted shelves enclosed by astragal
glazed panelled doors 45cm x 60cm x 20cm £8-14
Glass (f)

49

A1930's rectangular mahogany Chippendale style 2 tier tea trolley 71cm h x 61cm w x 40cm d £20-30

50

A 19th Century rectangular pine bedside chest of 2 short drawers with tore handles raised on square tapering
supports 75cm x 51cm x 38cm d £30-50
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51

An elm smokers bow chair with solid seat, raised on turned supports with H framed stretchers £30-50

52

An 18th Century oak oval drop flap tea table on club supports 69cm h x 101cm w x 34cm d £30-50

53

A pine desk/dressing table, fitted a drawer above a cupboard 73cm x 100cm x 58cm together with a square
beech footstool upholstered in red material 34cm x 40cm x 33cm £8-16

54

A nest of 3 oak interfitting coffee tables raised on turned and block supports 48cm h x 84cm w x 37cm d (ring
mark to the top) £20-30

55

A Victorian bleached mahogany Pembroke table fitted a drawer raised on turned supports 70cm h x 92cm w x
45cm d £16-26

56

An Edwardian mahogany cross banded coal box (no shovel) £10-20

57

A rectangular teak tiled top coffee table 40cm h x 96cm w x 47cm d £10-20

58

A 1930's circular oak 3 tier folding cake stand 38cm h x 27cm x 20cm £20-30

59

A circular Burmese carved hardwood occasional table raised on a folding stand 50cm h x 48cm w x 48cm d
£14-20

60

An Art Nouveau square brass coal bin raised on bracket feet 31cm x 28cm x 28cm £20-30

61

A Georgian style white painted sideboard of serpentine outline fitted 2 drawers flanked by cupboards, raised
on square tapered supports, spade feet 92cm x 137cm w x 53cm d £20-40

62

A Regency style mahogany sofa coffee table 50cm x 47cm x 38cm £10-16

63

A Liberty style table lamp with stained glass shade £20-30

64

A Queen Anne style oval walnut occasional table raised on cabriole supports 66cm h x 66cm w x 54cm (some
scratches to the top and beading missing) £10-20

65

A gilt metal circular 2 tier drinks trolley 56cm h x 50cm w £30-40

66

A circular Queen Anne style walnut coffee table 47cm h x 60cm diam. (stain to top) together with a rectangular
oak stool/table 56cm x 45cm x 31cm £20-30

67

A 1930's oak oval drop flap gateleg tea table 60cm x 60cm x 23cm (some light staining in places) £20-30

68

A mid 20th Century rectangular teak and ebonised coffee table the base with racked decoration 53cm h x
97cm l x 48cm w £20-30

69

A beech Windsor style rocking chair £30-50

70

A 1930's striking mantel clock with silvered dial contained in a mahogany Admiral's hat shaped case £10-20

71

A Victorian mahogany extending dining table with 1 extra leaf, raised on turned and fluted supports 71cm h x
117cm l x 150cm w £60-80

72

A white painted loom linen basket with hinged lid 67cm x 39cm x 31cm £8-14

73

A chrome model of a gazelle's head 62cm x 30cm x 22cm £20-30

74

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany corner chair with upholstered seat and X framed stretcher, raised on cabriole
supports together with an Edwardian inlaid mahogany nursing chair with upholstered seat and back raised on
cabriole supports £16-24

75

A nest of 3 Edwardian mahogany interfitting coffee tables raised on square supports 61cm h x 48cm w x 33cm
d £40-60

76

A rectangular oak and rosewood finished sewing box with hinged lid, on cabriole supports 61cm x 46cm x
33cm £20-30

77

A Burmese carved oval hardwood and inlaid brass coffee table on cabriole supports 44cm h x 92cm w x 45cm
d £10-20

78

A Georgian style inlaid mahogany bow front bedside cabinet fitted 2 drawers above a recess 65cm x 39cm x
35cm together with a Georgian style side table on turned supports with tracery stretcher 50cm x 38cm x 30cm
£20-30
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79

A 1930's copper and brass cylindrical coal bin 29cm x 29cm £20-26

81

A 1930's walnut 2 tier trolley table 75cm x 80cm x 38cm and a rectangular oak occasional table on turned
block supports 47cm x 61cm x 37cm £20-30

82

A 19th Century pine chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers raised on turned supports with door handle knobs
97cm h x 100cm w x 45cm d £50-75

84

An oak spiral turned standard lamp raised on a tripod base, an elm ladder back chair with woven rush seat and
a Georgian arched plate dressing table mirror contained in an inlaid mahogany frame 43cm h x 33cm w x
24cm d (silvering is deteriorating) £14-24

85

A Lloyd Loom white painted kidney shaped linen basket with hinged lid 55cm h x 43cm x 27cm £10-20

86

A Singer manual sewing machine (no key) £10-16

87

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany twin handled tea tray 75cm x 54cm £10-16

88

A pair of square mid 20th Century teak lamp tables, the base with racked decoration, raised on square
supports 45cm h x 48cm w x 48cm d, base impressed 66 0660 4273 £30-40

89

An Adam style brass fireside companion set comprising shovel, poker and tongs £20-30

90

A Merrydew mid 20th Century teak bureau and bookcase with fall front above a cupboard enclosed by sliding
doors flanked by cupboards 103cm x 153cm x 27cm £16-24

91

An Edwardian square oak 2 tier occasional table with green tiled top raised on bobbin turned supports 70cm h
x 40cm w x 40cm d together with an Edwardian octagonal mahogany 2 tier occasional table raised on turned
supports 70cm x 53cm x 53cm £20-30

92

A rectangular pine trunk with hinged lid on a platform base 48cm x 95cm x 47cm £20-30

93

A mid 20th Century beech framed drop flap kitchen table with red formica top, fitted a frieze drawer 76cm h x
76cm x 47cm £20-30

94

A pine bedside cabinet fitted a recess 62cm h x 48cm w x 34cm d, 1 other pine bedside cabinet with drawer
above a recess on bracket feet 53cm h x 51cm w x 48cm d together with a bamboo 2 tier bedside table with
three quarter gallery 69cm x 42cm x 45cm £26-36

95

A white painted pine dresser base fitted a 2 drawers above a double cupboard raised on a platform base 90cm
h x 124cm w x 44cm d (cut for an alcove) £20-30

96

An Edwardian square inlaid mahogany 2 tier occasional table with X framed stretcher 71cm h x 38cm w x
38cm d £20-30

97

A Georgian style mahogany oval drop flap dining table on cabriole supports 70cm h x 104cm x 49cm £30-50

98

A nest of 3 Georgian style yew bow front interfitting coffee tables on turned and fluted supports 48cm x 60cm w
x 46cm d £30-50

99

A Chinese hardwood show frame revolving chair, upholstered in Grecian key patterned material £20-30

100

A 1950's beech oval shaped sewing box with tambour shutter 56cm h x 32cm w £30-40

101

A Georgian style sofa table raised on lyre supports, fitted a drawer, 71cm x 89cm x 51cm (leg f) £20-30

102

A set of 4 Regency style mahogany elbow chairs with stuff over upholstery £10-20

103

A set of 7 1920's oak framed Cromwellian style dining chairs, with upholstered seats and backs, 1 carver, 6
standard £10-20

104

A Victorian style pine double wardrobe with moulded cornice, the centre section fitted a panelled mirror flanked
by a pair of cupboards enclosed by panelled doors, the base fitted 3 short and 2 long drawers with tore
handles 190cm h x 150cm w x 58cm d £80-120

105

A Victorian style circular black painted pierced aluminium garden table 66cm h x 80cm diam. £40-60

106

A 1950's bleached walnut chest of 4 long drawers raised on a platform base 82cm x 76cm x 46cm £20-30

107

A Victorian mahogany Sutherland table raised on pierced standard end supports 73cm x 91cm x 14cm £24-34
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108

A Victorian mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with tore handles, raised on turned supports 106cm
h x 106cm w x 53cm d (some veneers missing to the top and some cock beading missing) £30-50

109

A 1930's walnut wardrobe enclosed by a pair of panelled doors 177cm x 91cm w x 52cm d £20-30

110

A white painted Victorian style rectangular cast aluminium garden coffee table 46cm x 90cm x 54cm £40-60

111

A rectangular oak dining table raised on square supports 76cm h x 80cm x 104cm £50-75

112

A Georgian style yew 3 division Canterbury the base fitted a drawer 53cm h x 46cm w x 30cm d £30-50

113

A Roman style beech X framed open armchair with upholstered back £24-34

114

A rectangular plate mirror contained in a pierced carved hardwood frame 60cm x 60cm £16-24

115

A rectangular butcher's block raised on a associated pine base 79cm h x 116cm w x 66cm d £80-120

116

A 19th Century camphor box with hinged lid 22cm x 41cm x 30cm £20-30

117

A rectangular oak footstool with hinged lid, raised on turned and block supports 21cm x 51cm x 31cm £20-30

118

A walnut coal box complete with shovel 27cm x 44cm x 30cm £14-20

119

A hardwood television stand fitted 2 drawers and a recess 40cm h x 89cm x 39cm £10-16

120

Hamburg American Clock Co. a striking mantel clock with silvered dial contained in an oak arch shaped case
with pendulum (no key) £10-20

121

A turned beech standard lamp £10-20

122

An Edwardian polished copper fire screen 70cm x 47cm x 15cm £20-30

123

A pair of Hepplewhite style bleached mahogany shield back dining chairs £10-16

124

A Victorian mahogany Pembroke table with inset leather writing surface, fitted 1 long drawer, raised on turned
supports (cut down) 45cm h x 90cm w x 46cm d £10-20

125

A 1950's rectangular walnut occasional table 51cm h x 60cm w x 45cm d £8-14

126

A rectangular light oak occasional table on turned and block supports 46cm h x 89cm w x 43cm d £20-30

127

2 circular carved and pierced Burmese occasional tables on folding stands 32cm h x 30cm and 24cm x 23cm
£14-20

129

A mahogany finish three door cabinet 80cm x 112cm x 28cm £8-14

130

A an oval pine extending dining table raised on twin pillar supports with concealed extra leaf 75cm h x 153cm l
x 104cm d, together with a set of 6 pine dining chairs 2 carvers, 4 standard £10-20

131

A child's reproduction touring style perambulator 85cm x 62cm x 31cm £10-20

132

A pine gateleg dining table raised on turned supports 74cm h x 91cm x 30cm £20-30

133

A pine wardrobe the upper section fitted a cupboard enclosed by a panelled door, the base fitted 3 long
drawers with tore handles 196cm h x 82cm w x 49c, £30-50

134

A rectangular pine desk/dressing table fitted 4 long drawers with matching stool 76cm x 104cm x 49cm £20-30

135

Stormoguide, an aneroid barometer with silvered dial contained in a hexagonal walnut case 23cm x 22cm,
together with a plastic figure of a falcon and a metal wall light and bracket £10-20

136

A 17th Century style oak oval drop flap gateleg tea table 48cm x 62cm x 23cm (some slight scratches to the
top) £60-80

137

A pair of 19th century mahogany dining chairs with upholstered drop in seats £10-16

138

A Victorian carved oak longcase clock trunk (no hood or movement) 213cm h x 39cm w x 21cm d £30-50

139

A Victorian mahogany bookcase on cabinet with moulded cornice, the upper section enclosed by arched
glazed panelled doors, the base fitted a secret drawer above a double cupboard 218cm h x 120cm w x 54cm d
(some veneers missing in places) £80-120

140

An Art Nouveau satinwood chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers raised on a platform base 103cm h x 104cm w
x 51cm d £50-75
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141

An oval plate wall mirror contained in a decorative gilt frame 43cm x 64cm £24-34

142

A pair of Edwardian mahogany dining chairs with spindle turned decoration, upholstered seats and backs,
raised on turned supports £10-16

143

A rectangular oak Canterbury/coffee table 44cm x 55cm x 25cm £20-30

144

An Art Nouveau oak wedge shaped coal bin 29cm x 33cm x 41cm and a 1930's demi-lune linen basket with
hinged lid 39cm x 36cm x 29cm and an oak sewing box 56cm x 55cm x 36cm £8-14

145

A copper warming pan with turned handle £10-16

146

A beech framed Windsor stick and rail back carver chair £20-30

147

A Sheraton style oval plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame 49cm x 49cm x 20cm
£20-30

148

A collection of loose GB stamps mainly on paper £8-14

149

A pair of Victorian balloon back dining chairs £10-20

151

A pine wardrobe enclosed by panelled doors, raised on a platform base 183cm h x 96cm w x 53cm d £30-50

152

A 1920's carved oak display cabinet fitted shelves enclosed by glazed panelled doors and blind fretwork
decoration to the side 107cm h x 106cm w x 27cm d (some water staining to the top) £30-50

153

A shaped bevelled plate wall mirror contained in a mahogany frame 175cm x 40cm £20-30

154

A 1950's Priory light elm rectangular 2 tier drop flap tea trolley 68cm x 68cm x 44cm (some chips to the edges)
£20-30

155

An oval grey painted pedestal dining table raised on pillar and tripod support 71cm h x 90cm w x 62cm d
£30-50

156

A Georgian inlaid mahogany bureau, the fall front above 4 long graduated drawers raised on bracket feet
112cm h x 102cm w x 55cm d £20-40

157

A rectangular oak dining table raised on square supports 76cm h x 80cm x 104cm £50-75

158

A pair of beech and elm stick back dining chairs £10-20

159

A pair of green painted pierced aluminium garden carver chairs £30-50

160

A rectangular plate mirror contained in a decorative gilt frame 106cm x 76cm £26-36

162

A pair of late Victorian walnut slat and bar back dining chairs with bobbin turned decoration and upholstered
seats £10-20

163

Four reproduction decoy ducks, a model of a duck, four cricket balls and a basket £20-30

165

A rectangular embossed brass Canterbury decorated a coaching scene 30cm x 39cm x 13cm £10-16

166

A set of 4 Edwardian inlaid mahogany slat and bar back dining chairs £20-30

167

A wooden and fibre bound cabin trunk 31cm x 74cm x 46cm and a similar suitcase 23cm x 67cm x 46cm
£30-40

168

An oval plate wall mirror contained in a decorative gilt frame 63cm x 38cm together with an oval plate mirror
contained in a chrome frame 67cm x 47cm £6-12

170

A striking mantel clock with silvered dial and Arabic numerals contained in a walnut case, a brass candlestick
22cm, a pair of Benares brass club shaped vases 16cm, 2 waisted copper twin handled models of milk churns
14cm and 13cm and a circular warming plate 26cm £14-20

171

A Thonet style bar back stool with woven cane seat £14-20

172

A Georgian style octagonal bleached mahogany and crossbanded occasional table fitted 2 drawers on pillar
and tripod supports 61cm h x 60cm w x 60cm d £20-30

173

2 similar circular concrete garden planters with cast decoration 20cm x 28cm £20-30

174

A Victorian writing slope 20cm x 38cm x 21cm £20-30
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175

A Victorian rosewood prie-dieu chair with spiral turned columns to the side, having an upholstered seat and
back and raised on cabriole supports (frame is loose) £16-24

176

An oval plate dressing table mirror contained in a pine swing frame the base fitted a recess 55cm x 42cm x
21cm together with a pine bedside cupboard 43cm x 46cm x 37cm, 1 other bedside cabinet 67cm x 49cm x
44cm £20-30

177

A reproduction Victorian garden iron pump 137cm x 38cm x 20cm £40-60

178

A rectangular bevelled plate mirror contained in a decorative gilt frame 140cm x 77cm £30-40

179

A Victorian striking wall clock with enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in a walnut case and a
quartz operated wall clock with enamelled dial £10-16

180

A set of 3 Edwardian ebonised dining chairs £10-20

181

A rectangular mahogany stool with upholstered seat raised on cabriole supports 27cm x 35cm x 28cm and a
1930's oak 2 tier bedside table fitted a drawer 77cm x 38cm x 36cm £24-34

182

A Georgian bureau the fall front revealing a well fitted interior above 1 long, 2 short and 2 long drawers 97cm x
92cm x 50cm £20-40

183

A mid 20th Century set of 6 teak framed bar back dining chairs with upholstered seats and backs, raised on
turned supports £20-30

184

Stanley, Great Turnstile London WC, a 19th Century aneroid barometer with paper dial, contained in a brass
case 13cm (some damage to dial) £8-14

185

A rectangular pine side/dressing table fitted 2 frieze drawers and raised on turned supports 73cm x 184cm x
41cm £24-34

186

A Townsend Croquet Ltd "The Grange" croquet set comprising 4 mallets, 6 hoops, 4 balls, a centre peg and
carrying case £50-75

187

A rectangular terracotta painted metal folding Bistro style table 71cm x 70cm x 70cm together with 3 matching
folding chairs £30-50

188

A mahogany bookcase with 3/4 gallery fitted adjustable shelves enclosed by glazed panelled doors 83cm x
91cm x 29cm £20-30

189

A pair of French Art Deco style light oak bedside cabinets fitted a drawer above a cupboard, raised on bracket
feet 56cm x 53cm x 40cm £30-50

190

A Georgian style mahogany sofa table with ebonised stringing, fitted 2 drawers, raised on lyre supports with
turned stretcher 74cm x 87cm x 55cm £30-50

191

A 1950's industrial stripped beech and metal framed draftsman table with hinged lid, fitted a drawer 76cm x
81cm x 46cm £30-50

192

A rectangular powder blue painted metal folding Bistro style table 71cm x 70cm x 70cm together with 3
matching folding chairs £30-50

193

A wooden slatted garden bench 90cm x 114cm x 59cm £40-60

194

A rectangular bevelled plate over mantel mirror contained in a Chinese carved hardwood frame 60cm x 112cm
£40-50

195

A yew finished sideboard of wedge form fitted 3 drawers above triple cupboard 77cm x 128cm w x 45cm d
£20-30

196

An Art Deco oak corner umbrella stand with bobbin turned decoration 70cm x 45cm x 31cm (no drip tray) and
together with 3 walking sticks £20-30

197

A 19th Century painted pine trunk with hinged lid and iron drop handles 51cm x 102cm x 53cm £40-60

198

An Edwardian painted mahogany towel rail 92cm x 74cm x 16cm £20-30

199

A walnut finished desk fitted 5 drawers raised on turned supports 70cm x 132cm w x 61cm d £20-30
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200

A Meredew teak extending dining table raised on square tapered supports 74cm h x 147cm x 93cm £20-30

201

A Bradley Georgian style rectangular mahogany coffee table with plate glass top above recess, the base fitted
a drawer 81cm h x 112cm x 68cm £30-50

202

Two shallow boxes containing a collection Hornby Dublo model railway buildings £26-36

203

A 1950's teak display cabinet with mirrored back, fitted shelves and enclosed by glazed sliding panelled doors,
the base fitted a cupboard enclosed by sliding doors 140cm h x 91cm w x 41cm d £20-30

204

A bleached oak oval drop flap 2 tier tea trolley 65cm x 68cm x 43cm £20-30

205

A 1930's oak display cabinet, fitted shelves enclosed by astragal glazed panelled doors raised on bracket feet
122cm h x 76cm w x 27cm d £30-50

206

A pair of Edwardian carved and pierced walnut slat back dining chairs with overstuffed sets on cabriole
supports £30-50

207

A chrome head and shoulders model of a rams head 12cm £20-30

208

Turnidge, a 1950's teak cabinet with fall front, drawer to side above a recess, raised on square supports 67cm
x 122cm x 48cm £20-30

209

A set of 4 pine ladder back dining chairs with upholstered seats raised on turned and block supports £30-40

210

A 19th Century pine trunk with hinged lid and iron drop handles 49cm h x 96cm x 57cm £40-60

211

A carved oak monks bench 73cm h x 97cm w x 43cm d £40-60

212

A Globe-Trotter blue suitcase with chrome mounts and luggage labels 20cm x 70cm x 45cm £20-30

213

A white painted hanging dresser back fitted 2 shelves with 8 short drawers 108cm x 102cm x 18cm d together
with a square white painted occasional table with pierced apron 36cm x 50cm x 41cm £20-30

214

A composition garden statue of a young boy raised on a plinth base 58cm £10-20

215

A mahogany finished dining suite comprising oval extending dining table with 1 extra leaf on turned and fluted
supports 76cm h x 130cm l x 99cm w together with a 4 slat back dining chairs on turned supports £40-60

216

A Victorian style armchair upholstered in buttoned green leather £40-60

217

A set of 3 Eastern hardwood tub back chairs with woven rush seats on cabriole supports £50-75

218

A computer table 93cm x 75cm x 65cm and a 2 drawer filing cabinet 68cm x 48cm x 50cm £10-20

219

An Edwardian oak oval dining table raised on cup and cover supports 76cm h x 180cml x 104cm w (split to
top) £30-50

220

A Georgian style mahogany wall unit fitted 3 cupboards enclosed by astragal glazed panelled doors, the base
fitted 3 drawers above triple cupboard, on a platform base 206cm h x 136cm w x 39cm d £16-26

221

A Victorian silver plated goblet and minor silver plated cups etc £8-14

222

2 Alstons woodgrain effect chests of 3 long drawers 70cm x 77cm x 42cm together with a teak bedside
cabinet £20-30

223

A well weathered circular garden urn of leaf form, raised on an octagonal base 48cm h x 48cm £20-30

224

4 bentwood style cafe chairs £50-75

225

A pair of Edwardian mahogany slat back dining chairs with pierced vase shaped slat back and upholstered
seats, raised on square tapered supports £16-26

226

A 19th Century mahogany and grey painted commode fitted 2 drawers above a recess, raised on splayed
bracket feet 72cm h x 64cm w x 50cm w £30-50

227

A beech and grey painted 2 tier kitchen trolley 85cm h x 60cm x 50cm £24-34

228

A Sheraton style shield shaped mirror in an inlaid mahogany frame 75cm x 68cm £24-34

229

A set of 4 Ercol dark elm stick and hoop back dining chairs £20-30

230

A pair of Victorian bleached mahogany balloon back dining chairs with shaped mid rails £20-30

231

A set of 4 Nathan teak slat back dining chairs with upholstered drop in seats £10-16
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232

A Victorian style circular marble and iron occasional table raised on 3 outswept supports 71cm x 75cm £30-40

233

A Louis style white painted cheval mirror 142cm h x 39cm w x 34cm £24-34

234

An 18th Century ebonised oak rectangular stool with Berlin wool work drop in seat raised on square tapered
supports 46cm h x 45cm w x 34cm d £10-16

235

A Moorish style games box the lid decorated a chessboard, the interior a backgammon board, containing 30
counters and dice £30-40

236

A white painted pine hanging corner cabinet, fitted shaped shelves and moulded cornice 105cm h x 68cm w x
32cm d £24-34

237

A black Bakelite dial telephone the base marked 332 CB FWR2 (missing slide) together with a black dial
telephone the base marked 706F £30-40

238

A violin with 2 piece back complete with carrying case £20-30

239

A Multiyork Victorian style 2 seat sofa upholstered in white material raised on turned supports 80cm h x 201cm
w x 92cm d (some slight staining) £40-60

240

A pair of Victorian style pierced aluminium bench ends 74cm x 46cm £30-50

241

A 20th Century industrial blue painted metal framed bar back stool £30-50

242

A Jokari game (boxed) £8-14

243

A quantity of loose GB stamps mostly on paper £20-30

244

A circular concrete garden urn with leaf decoration 41cm x 45cm diam. £20-30

245

2 spark guards £10-16

246

A Multiyork Victorian style 2 seat sofa upholstered in white material raised on turned supports 80cm h x 201cm
w x 92cm d (some slight staining) £40-60

247

A Continental walnut writing table with inset writing surface above 1 long drawer raised on cabriole supports
76cm x 107cm x 71cm £50-75

248

A games compendium comprising dominoes and backgammon £10-20

249

A metal workshop tool box, the upper section fitted a hinged lid above 3 drawers, the base enclosed by a
panelled door 89cm h x 46cm x 29cm £40-60

250

An 18th Century Hepplewhite style camel back dining chair with overstuffed seat £8-14

251

A set of four Victorian mahogany slat and bar back dining chairs £8-14

252

A set of 4 Victorian rosewood show frame dining chairs with upholstered seats and backs raised on cabriole
supports (1 ceramic caster is missing) £20-30

253

A 1930's chiming wall clock with silvered dial and arabic numerals contained in an oak case £8-12

254

A Victorian rectangular walnut side table raised on turned supports 72cm x 120cm x 60cm £26-36

255

A Georgian style mahogany bow front hanging corner cabinet 65cm x 43cm x 30cm £20-30

256

An Elm smokers bow chair with bobbin turned decoration and solid seat on turned supports and 1 other (f)
£26-36

257

A fibre bound cabin trunk containing a collection of Scalextric cars etc £30-40

258

A pine chest of serpentine outline fitted 2 short and 3 long drawers with tore handles, raised on bun feet 93cm
h x 86cm x 38cm £30-50

259

A Georgian style mahogany double corner cabinet the upper section with moulded and dentil cornice fitted
adjustable shelves enclosed by astragal glazed panelled doors, base enclosed by a panelled door 181cm h x
67cm w x 48cm d and a carved oak cabinet enclosed by panelled doors on bun feet 107cm x 83cm x 46cm d
£20-40
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260

A Regency style mahogany and gilt finished reeded curtain pole 158cm l x 5cm diam. £26-36

261

A rectangular concrete plant trough with squirrel and tracery decoration 28cm h x 61cm w x 24cm d £20-30

262

A modern dressed doll and a collection of other dolls £10-16

263

A 19th Century style oval plate mirror contained in a decorative gilt frame 17cm x 14cm and a small collection
of silver plated flatware in a small metal case £10-20

264

A hexagonal lead and stained glass lantern 20cm x 20cm x 20cm £20-30

265

An Optima House of Fraser picnic hamper £30-40

266

A 3 piece settee suite comprising 3 seat sofa raised on bun supports 80cm h x 235 cm l x 105 cm d, together
with 2 matching armchairs and a matching footstool upholstered in floral print material £50-80

267

A child's Senator violin complete with carrying case and bow £24-34

268

A maple picture frame 35cm x 27cm and 5 other picture frames £30-40

269

An oak refectory dining table raised on standard end supports with an H framed stretcher 76cm x 169cm l x
91cm w £40-60

270

A lady's brown beaver lamb coat and a lady's quarter length Persian lamb coat by William and Hutchins Ltd 8
Hanover Square £8-16

271

A pine double bed frame complete with slats and sides 83cm h x 147cm w x 192cm l £20-40

272

A Victorian mahogany and brass banded writing slope 20cm x 50cm x 26cm (split to top and hinges damaged)
£24-34

273

A collection of empty stamp albums £26-36

274

One issue of Meccano Magazine 1927, four 1928 and 62 1960 together an 11th edition of Triang Railway
Magazine, various Railway Model Magazine 1957-1960 ( £20-30

275

A collection of 1960's magazines including Tell Me Why, Knowledge, Woman Magazine and Do You Know
£20-30

276

A collection of 1970 World of Wonder magazines no.1-98 (complete set) £20-30

277

A collection of 1960's comics including Lion, War Picture Library, Battle, Commando £20-30

278

A square pine stool 35cm x 30cm, a rectangular pine cabinet with recess above a drawer 54cm x 65cm x 46cm
£30-40

279

Five reproduction enamel signs 30cm x 20cm £20-30

280

An 18th Century mahogany stick and rail back carver chair with drop in seat £30-40

281

An Army and Navy 3 cane fly fishing rod and metal reel £10-16

282

A Shakespeare 1625/255 fly fishing rod with reel together with a Bruce Walker 2 piece carbon fibre fly fishing
rod £26-36

283

A collection of fishing rods together with a Rudge rod, a 13' salmon fishing rod in cloth bag and an Apollo
Tapper Flash 14' match fishing rod with detachable butt, in original maker's bag £26-36

284

A Bruce Walker "The Deceiver" 7 weight fishing rod together, 1 other fly rod, 3 Shakespeare trout fly fishing
rods, a Sigma graphite rod and 2 Royalty fly rods £26-36

285

A collection of fishing rods £26-36

286

A bundle of mixed coarse and fly fishing rods £24-34

287

Two modern arms beach casting fishing rods (1 for multiple use and 1 for fixed spool) £20-30

288

A large bundle of various mixed carp and sea fishing rods £24-34

289

A Daiwa Powermesh 12' carp fishing rod and a Masterline Master Blaster 12' carp rod £24-34

290

A bundle of split cane, coarse and fly fishing rods £24-34

291

Two Redwolf 11' carp fishing rods £24-34

292

Two 12' beach casting fishing rods £20-30
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293

Two cane fly fishing rods £26-36

294

3 graphite fishing rods £24-34

295

Two vintage fishing rod holders containing rods, bank stakes, 2 cane landing net poles etc £24-34

296

A collection of approx 75 unused wire cage salmon feeders and others and a large collection of New Carp
fishing tackle, all contained in packs £24-34

297

A box of mixed tackle, fishing reels, vintage bites etc £20-30

298

11 unused vintage rod seat fittings - springs, screw and lock type, approx. 100 fishing feeders and block end
feeders and a quantity of vintage fishing pike and sea floats £26-36

299

Four landing fishing nets and a trout keep net £20-30

300

A John Wilson Masterline 1 piece quiver fishing rod £20-30

301

A green wraparound fishing rod holdall containing rod rests, nets etc £20-30

302

A Marco castaway fishing rod and 1 other £20-30

303

Four TZ60R pike/carp spinning fishing reels - boxed and unused £24-34

304

Two cigar boxes containing fly tying items, silk and cotton etc £24-34

305

A shoe box containing fishing lures, hooks etc and a set of Optinic Sundridge digital bite alarms with receiver in
an alloy case £30-40

306

A wicker basket containing a large collection of fishing reels £30-40

307

A box containing a landing net, reel, various unused fishing tackle etc and a collection of sea fishing rig tackle,
lures etc, contained in a blue plastic crate £20-30

308

Two basket work fishing creels £30-40

309

A rectangular hardwood window seat/stool upholstered in black hide 48cm x 120cm x 41cm £30-50

310

A hardwood and metal bound coffer with hinged lid 44cm x 111cm x 48cm £30-50

311

An Eastern hardwood chest fitted 22 shallow drawers with iron ring drop handles 130cm h x 87cm w x 28cm d
£50-75

312

A mahogany finished bar unit with raised mirrored back incorporating a hanging glass rack, the base fitted a
drawer above a wine rack 158cm x 59cm x 32cm £30-50

313

A pair of hardwood slat back dining chairs £20-30

314

A 1930's oak gateleg drop flap dining table with pie crust decoration raised on spiral turned supports 72cm x
105cm x 51cm £24-34

315

A Victorian style beech framed towel rail 76cm x 61cm x 31cm £26-36

316

A Georgian style 4 tread library step 125cm h x 44cm w x 60cm w (some wear in places) £30-40

317

A hardwood bedside cabinet fitted a recess above a drawer raised on cabriole supports 71cm x 43cm x 40cm
£20-30

318

A 19th Century pine bed frame 136cm h x 137cm w x 201cm l £30-50

319

A hardwood finished settle with hinged seat lid 82cm x 122cm x 43cm d £40-60

320

A Carrom Company Manufacturers Luddington Mitch circular American mahogany folding poker table 82cm h
x 134cm diam. £30-50

321

A box of loose world stamps £20-30

322

A rectangular Victorian carved oak umbrella stand with bobbin turned decoration 68cm x 54cm x 25cm (no drip
tray) £30-50

323

An Ercol dark elm dining suite comprising refectory style dining table 69cm h x 137cm l x 71cm w and 4 ladder
back dining chairs £30-50

324

An Edwardian Chippendale style writing/dressing table fitted 3 drawers, raised on chamfered supports with H
framed stretcher 76cm h x 116cm w x 51cm d £30-50
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325

A box containing a collection of loose GB stamps on paper £20-30

326

A set of 4 Edwardian carved walnut dining chairs with arched backs and bobbin turned decoration, over stuffed
seats, raised on turned supports £20-30

327

An elm and beech finished dining suite comprising a circular dining table raised on a turned pedestal platform
base 74cm h x 106cm diam. and 4 stick and hoop back dining chairs £30-50

328

5 albums of first day covers and a collection of empty stamp albums £20-30

329

A lady's brown beaver lamb jacket £14-20

330

A cylindrical metal telescope carrying case 109cm x 10cm £10-16

331

A wooden slatted 3 tier slatted vegetable rack 56cm h x 61cm w x 41cm d together with a wooden crate 38cm
x 56cm x 33cm (some old worm) £30-40

332

7 empty stamp albums £20-30

333

A black Bakelite dial telephone the base marked FWR/1 £20-30

334

J W Gozzard, a pair of sepia prints of rural scenes 37cm x 25cm £8-14

335

Helen Seymour, an artists proof coloured etching - harbour scene with fishing boats 33cm x 44cm together
with a signed limited edition lithograph - lady and mirror 44cm x 30cm £14-20

336

Early 20th Century watercolour, indistinctly signed, moored boat in a coastal bay 29cm x 45cm, a 19th Century
cartoon, figures in an interior 23cm x 36cm and an Edwardian watercolour, unsigned, figures beside a lake
with mountains in the distance, unsigned 14cm x 34cm £14-24

337

Steven Doig, coloured print, limited edition, Sir Steve Redgrave and Matthew Pinsent CBE "Born Champions"
17/850, signed in pencil by the artist and sitters 59cm x 47cm £10-20

338

Sidney Perrin, print signed in pencil, East Lyn river, Exmoor 40cm x 57cm £20-30

341

A Victorian overpainted photograph of a lady standing by a table 24cm x 19cm £8-14

342

G Duplat, watercolour, signed "Mountainous Landscape with Buildings" 30cm x 22cm £8-14

343

Samantha, a sculptured painting in relief £10-20

344

Lady Butler, print "Balaclava The Return 25th October 1854, The Charge of the Six Hundred" 45cm x 76cm
together with a print "Scotland Forever, The Charge of The Scots Grays at Waterloo" 34cm x 62cm £10-20

345

Helen Thomas, oil on board "Fishermans Quay Poole", the reverse with Mall Gallery label 34cm x 35cm and
an oil on canvas, impressionist Parisian street scene with Sacre Coeur in distance £20-30

346

Clare Weaver, a 1950's woolwork sampler with figures and alphabet, marked Denmark 1953 33cm x 40cm
£24-34

347

Helen Seymour, oils on board "Poole Quay" and "Poole Harbour" 62cm x 34cm, 1 other "Farm Dairy" 40cm x
30cm and a study of a village in France 46cm x 36cm £20-30

348

Charles Edward, oil on board, cottage near Loggerheads 16cm x 22cm, J L, a pair of 18th/19th Century
coloured prints - standing lady and boy and standing lady and girl 16cm x 19cm contained in Hogarth frames,
£20-30

350

A coloured map of Sussex 21cm x 26cm £24-34

351

A coloured coaching print "The Roadster" contained in an oak frame marked Fownes 18cm x 57cm £20-30

353

T H Wang, impressionist oil on canvas, study of a junk 39cm x 48cm £30-50

356

After JAK, 3 cartoon images, political studies 50cm x 58cm (x2) and 52cm x 75cm £30-40

357

Watercolour study of fishing boats, the reverse marked Portland 25cm x 34cm together with 1 other study of a
country house signed Helen 29cm x 40cm £14-20

358

T W Mathews?, 3 19th Century rural watercolour scenes 17cm x 25cm, 22cm x 27cm and 22cm x 16cm, all
contained in decorative gilt frames £24-34
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359

A limited edition coloured print of sheep indistinctly signed 27cm x 25cm together with 4 various humorous
monochrome sailing prints in 4 frames 20cm x 14cm £14-20

361

A quantity of silver plated items £20-30

362

A revolving and reclining armchair upholstered in blue leather £30-40

363

A collection of loose world stamps £30-50

364

A French style open arm salon chair £30-40

365

An Edwardian silver plated mounted claret jug with chased decoration (lid detached) £20-30

366

A Victorian rosewood pole screen with turned column raised on a triform base with bun feet with stump work
banner decorated a bird 139cm h x 36cm w x 26cm £30-40

369

A wooden model boat 14cm x 61cm x 17cm £14-24

371

A hardwood chess set together with carved hardwood pieces £20-30

372

7 modern bisque headed dolls together with a homemade dolls house £10-20

373

A Chitarra Originale Eko guitar (no strings) £20-30

374

A pair of pine bedside cabinets with recess above 1 long drawers 62cm h x 48cm w x 39cm d £10-20

375

Modernist mixed media painting of a city scape 17cm x 65cm, indistinctly signed and 1 other marked Murphys
20cm x 16cm, a coloured print harbour with buildings 10cm x 20cm and 1 other "Ashington Church Essex"
indistinctly signed 8cm x 14cm £10-20

376

A 1930's Continental gilt metal 3 light standard lamp with reeded column £20-30

377

2 composition dolls and 2 black dolls £20-30

378

A quantity of model toy cars £20-30

379

A chrome and red fabric covered circular stool 64cm x 38cm £20-30

380

A quantity of PHQ cards, first day covers etc £20-30

381

A Nora Welling style felt doll and other dolls £20-30

382

A Polaroid Colourpack 80 land camera, a Cornet superflash camera and a quantity of vintage cameras £24-34

383

A metronome, boxed £20-30

384

A quantity of tea card albums £20-30

385

Galvador Ibanez, an accoustic guitar £20-30

386

A wrought iron log basket 42cm x 51cm x 32cm £24-34

387

A wooden push along model of a British Railways locomotive 26cm x 70cm x 16cm and 1 other model
locomotive 19cm x 47cm x 12cm £30-50

388

A 19th Century Continental herb cutter, 2 circular weathered bread boards 26cm x 28cm, a Continental circular
cheese board 52cm and a wooden bath bridge £20-30

389

A brassed oil lamp with opaque glass shade and clear glass chimney £14-20

390

A Victorian mahogany writing slope with hinged lid 10cm x 25cm x 22cm and a Victorian mahogany trinket box
in the form of a half leather bound book 7cm x 25cm x 20cm £30-40

391

A collection of vintage and later cameras £20-30

392

A wooden box containing a collection of various Edison phonograph cylinders £20-30

393

A carved African ironwood portrait bust of a gentleman 27cm x 13cm £20-30

394

A Victorian spelter head and shoulders portrait bust of Britannia 31cm, raised on a square base and with an
associated porcelain base (crack to the back and to the base of the bust) £20-30

396

A Chinese carved hardwood figure of a walking man with yoke and 2 buckets 32cm x 18cm x 10cm £20-30

397

A Don Pewter 4 piece tea service comprising teapot, hot water jug, twin handled sugar bowl and cream jug,
the base marked Don Pewter 1452 £20-30
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398

Chinese watercolour, paintings on rice paper a pair, botanical studies 16cm x 10cm (both torn) £20-30

399

A half leather bound family bible with monochrome illustrations (binding a/f) £20-30

400

A Hardy Brothers 11'6" beach casting rod with folding butt eye marked Moncrieff rod development and an
early 13' cane beach casting rod with ceramic eyes together with an early split cane boat rod £26-36

401

An 8' split cane 2 piece fly fishing rod, makers make erased and a 10'6" split cane Avon/float fishing rod with
burgundy and gold whipping £24-34

402

A 1920's cane 2 piece boat fishing rod with ceramic eyes and contained in a webbing case together with a FT
Williams 13' split cane 3 piece boat fishing rod contained in original bag £26-36

403

2 Stanley Bailey no.4 smoothing planes £30-40

404

A Chinese carved hardwood figure of a standing sage 32cm x 7cm x 5cm £20-30

405

A Stanley No.78 Rebate plane and a Stanley 50S rebate plate with blades £75-95

406

A Stanley 13.050 combination plane and blades together with a Pemuvar no.44 6" combination plane with
blades, boxed £75-95

407

Three brass centre pin fishing reels and a chrome ditto £20-30

408

A Mitchell 300 fishing reel, ditto 300A and ditto 410 reel £20-30

409

A collection of 18 pike fishing floats and triple hooks together with a metal cantilever tackle box containing a
Rody 300 centre pin fishing reel (f), various lures and floats etc £26-36

411

A framed Prattware pot lid and minor decorative china £10-16

412

An Ilford Sportsman camera together with an Agfa camera £16-24

413

A collection of signed photographs - politicians and celebrities including Jane Fonda, Stephen Fry, Phil Collins,
Bruce Forsyth, Jules Holland, Gordon Ramsay, Tony Blair, William Haig, David Blunkett, Glenda Jackson,
Gordon Brown £24-34

414

A lady's Lucky Sixpence wristwatch set a 1954 sixpence together with 2 half a sixpence keyrings, a lady's
wristwatch, the dial set a 1966 sixpence and a lady's wristwatch the dial set a 1943 half penny (3), all boxed
£16-24

415

A pair of Jumelle Duchesse opera glasses complete with a leather carrying case together with 1 other pair
£20-30

416

A Jack Pyke skinning knife complete with scabbard, a multi bladed pocket knife incorporating a pair of pliers
and a Gerber folding knife £26-36

417

Six decorative painted wooden eggs £10-20

418

An Art Deco green onyx ashtray 3cm x 10cm x 10cm, a wooden trinket box 8cm x 18cm x 11cm, a pair of
brass nut crackers and 3 waiters friend corkscrews £24-34

420

A pair of opera glasses complete with leather case £5-10

421

A wristwatch set a 1951 florin, ditto set a half penny with leather strap, lady's ditto set a 1937 half penny, ditto
set a 1959 sixpence and a pocket watch set a 1929 penny £20-30

422

A Swarovski figure of a seated frog 5cm and one other frog 3cm (f), a Swarovski figure of a standing duckling
(beak chipped) 4.5cm and one other of a seal 4cm, all boxed £10-20

423

A section of vertebrae 35cm, 24 black and white counters formed from vertebrae and a cribbage board £10-20

425

A carved stone bowl 8cm x 14cm, a silver plated cigarette box with hinged lid 4cm x 16cm x 12cm and 7
Wilkinsons cut throat razors £20-30

426

A Kutmaster pruning knife, the blade marked Kutmaster Utica. New York USA S-4, an Opinel folding knife and
a fish disgorger together with an 11 bladed folding knife with tin opener, corkscrew, etc, the blade marked
Stainless £30-40
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427

A silver backed hand mirror, a rectangular cut glass dressing table jar with silver lid (f), 2 silver plated trumpet
shaped vases and a rose bowl £24-34

428

A circular Wedgwood blue Jasperware jar and cover 5cm x 7cm, a Royal Doulton Bunnykins figure - Home
Run, a Goebel figure of a bird and minor decorative ceramics £24-34

429

A Swarovski figure of a seated rabbit 3cm, a Swarovski style tortoise 5cm, ditto blowfish 4cm and an owl 4cm,
a Swarovski figure of a cat 3cm, a Crystal Reflections glass bottle stopper in the form of a seated dog, a glass
bottle of a pig and figure of a snowman on a sleigh (f) £10-20

430

A collection of lead figures of Napoleonic soldiers £20-30

431

A lady's wristwatch with integral metal bracelet, the dial set a 1960 threepenny bit, a Gianni Ricci gentleman's
wristwatch with blue dial on a chrome metal bracelet, a gentleman's wristwatch on a leather strap, the dial set
a 1966 half penny and a ditto lady's the dial set a 1943 threepenny bit (4), all boxed £16-24

432

A Palestine Exhibition programme, Thomas James "Aesop's Fables 1863" and a small collection of black and
white and coloured postcards £10-20

433

A Staunton patent chest set, a turned wooden drafts set and a chessboard £20-30

434

An Edwardian aneroid barometer contained in a carved wooden case together with 2 aneroid barometers, a
French pigeon clock, the silvered dial with Arabic numerals marked ECS Detect (no key) and a pair of brass
candlesticks 27cm £14-24

435

A Constitutions of Ancient Fraternity of Free and Accepted Masons 1894, 1 other 1926, a copy of Illustrated
London News Silver Jubilee no.1935 and a George VI Coronation programme together with 3 napkins £20-30

436

A collection of celebrity photographs bearing signatures including Richard Branson, Wendy Richards, Rowan
Atkinson, Martin Clunes, Fred Dibnah, Terry Wogan, John Simpson, Nick Ross, Patrick Moore, John Nettles,
Kate O'Mara and others £30-40

437

A Canon AE-1 camera with flash unit £20-30

438

An Iden (Rye Pottery) oval dish, a Danish porcelain figure of a fish, a Hammersley & Co toast rack, 2 miniature
jugs, a Bakelite inkwell and ditto cigarette box £24-34

439

A collection of wristwatches £20-30

440

A circular Persian embossed and enamelled plate 23cm diam. together with a folding camera £20-30

441

A Victorian simulated rosewood trinket box containing a collection of corkscrews and bottle openers £20-30

442

A Victorian Royal Worcester blush porcelain jug decorated with chrysanthemums 17cm, a Hadley's Worcester
baluster vase decorated with blackberries 10cm (chip to lip) £20-30

443

A Farlows 4 1/2" black japanned cast box with cream interior, 1 other fly box and a pair of Hardy Bros. rod
holders together with a pair of Wheatley rod holders, boxed £20-30

444

One volume of Beatrix Potter "A Tale of Peter Rabbit" (damaged) together with 5 others "A Tale of Benjamin
Bunny", "The Tale of Pigling Bland", "Tale of Tom Kitten", "Tale of Johnny Town Mouse" and "The Tale of
Flopsy Bunny", the inner pages decorated 12 figures of Beatrix Potter £20-30

445

A chased silver cheroot case, a cut glass dressing table bottle with silver collar and a Dunhill silver plated
lighter in the form of a tankard £30-40

446

A D-Day penny wristwatch set a 1921 penny and with D-Day keyring, a penny pocketwatch set a 1927 penny
complete with chain and a gentleman's Van Heusen wristwatch with silvered dial on an integral stainless steel
bracelet (3), all boxed £16-24

447

A Darnley's patent rotatable lightning calculator pencil case together with The City Strop razor/knife strop
£20-30
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448

A Doulton style waisted vase decorated with flowers inscribed Fulham J C 17.5cm (firing crack to neck), a
Royal Doulton baluster jardiniere with geometric decoration (small chip to rim) 10cm and a Royal Doulton
vase with waisted neck 16cm £20-30

449

A small quantity of costume jewellery £24-34

450

A glass paperweight in the form of an aquarium with fish and other glass paperweights £24-34

451

A gentleman's wristwatch set a 1928 penny, 2 ladies watches set a 1942 and 1943 threepenny bit and a
pocket watch set a 1969 half penny £20-30

452

A Chinese carved hardwood figure of a standing sage 30cm x 7cm x 7cm £20-30

454

A Bristol blue glass bowl liner, an oval Bristol blue glass mustard pot liner and a collection of miscellaneous cut
glass liners £6-12

455

A Falcon no.6 smoothing plane £14-20

456

A pair of Wedgwood blue Jasper medallions HM Queen Elizabeth II and HRH The Duke of Edinburgh 11cm x
8cm, boxed £10-20

457

A Chinese carved hardwood figure of a standing sage 29cm x 6cm x 7cm £20-30

458

A pair of Prinzlux 8 x 30 binoculars, a Fujica STX-1 camera £20-30

459

A collection of lady's evening bags, compacts and a decorative mantel clock £30-40

460

A Chinese 4 fold lacquered table screen inlaid mother of pearl 38cm x 54cm (some panels missing and hinge
f) £20-30

462

An Art Deco Shelley tapered vase with banded decoration no.975 16.5cm £10-20

463

A 19th Century Continental engraved tumbler with geometric decoration 11cm (one small nibble to the rim)
£10-20

464

A Nazi German style green cloth cap (some moth), a West German forage cap (some moth) and a grey and
yellow cap £20-30

465

A Victorian coromandel dome shaped trinket box 11cm x 25cm x 17cm, a Grosvenor Olde English coffee set, a
Mason's Ironstone dial bowl, a Spode Italian pattern plate, a Japanese eggshell porcelain sugar bowl and
cover and a 1930's Art Deco striking mantel clock with silvered dial and Arabic numerals in an oak arch
shaped case £14-20

466

A pair of Masons Mandalay pattern table lamps in the form of ginger jars £24-34

467

An Art Deco striking mantel clock with square silvered dial, contained in a stepped oak case together with a
Real Cream ice cream maker - Jubilee model by Royston Bell £14-24

468

A clear glass moulded oil lamp 54cm £10-14

469

A pair of yellow glazed Worcester coffee cups and saucers, a Royal Doulton hexagonal Booths Willow pattern
trinket box and cover and other trinket boxes and curios £30-40

470

A rectangular basketware log basket containing a collection of tins £20-30

471

A pair of Wedgwood white glazed campanula shaped twin handled vases £14-20

472

A square Whitefriars style bubble glass vase 30cm x 10cm x 10cm £20-30

473

A cased set of 6 silver plated fish knives and forks together with servers, 4 silver plated grapefruit spoons, 6
silver plated fruit spoons, 6 silver plated tea knives, all cased £16-24

474

A quantity of Elizabeth II used GB stamps £10-20

475

A plaster wall plaque decorated 2 cherubs 28cm x 31cm £10-20

476

One volume "The Illustrated London News 1868" and 1 other volume "The Graphic 1883" (from the MGM
research department) £20-30

477

A 400 day clock together with 5 others £30-40

478

A quantity of linen £20-30
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479

2 oval silver plated tea trays, a pair of plated fish servers, plated cake basket, other minor items of plated ware
and a Poole Pottery plate £24-34

480

A Chinese carved hardwood folding chessboard, base incorporating a chess set together with a glass and
silver plated coffee set comprising 6 cups and glasses, cased £30-40

481

A Philips 12" Political terrestrial globe, a pair of faceted glass table lamps, a Chinese ginger jar and cover
£24-34

482

A 3 piece Picquot Ware tea service with teapot, hotwater jug and milk jug together with 2 Continental metal
measures £24-34

483

A collection of wristwatches £20-30

484

A Continental brass hunting horn, a star shaped lantern, an octagonal pierced metal lantern, 2 pepper mills
and a metal model of a camper van £24-34

485

An American turned mahogany rocking chair £30-50

486

A large carved wooden figure of Pinocchio 85cm £26-36

487

A mahogany dining suite comprising oval extending dining table with 2 extra leaves 75cm h x 199cm l x
111cm w, together with a set of 8 stick and rail back dining chairs - 2 carvers, 6 standard £10-20

488

A green and floral patterned Chinese rug 181cm x 118cm £20-30

489

A standard lamp with Liberty style shade £100-150

490

A sofa bed upholstered in pale cream material 79cm h x 145cm w x 71cm d £20-30

491

An octagonal carved oak and walnut wine table, raised on pillar and tripod supports 74cm h x 50cm w x 50cm
d £26-46

492

A rectangular stained glass panel 50cm x 71cm £30-40

493

A Number 33 Beatrice primus stove together with a Blueboy primus stove £20-30

494

A striking mantel clock with silvered dial contained in an oak Admiral's hat shaped case together with a
chiming ditto £20-30

495

A pair of sherry barrels 34cm x 21cm £24-34

496

An onyx table lamp 52cm and a ditto standard lamp 129cm £20-30

497

A peach and floral patterned Chinese rug 224cm x 124cm £20-30

498

A quantity of vintage mantel clocks, a barometer etc £20-30

499

A pair of Victorian white and floral painted rectangular 2 tier lamp tables raised on turned and block supports
64cm x 39cm x 48cm £40-60

500

A Victorian style white and floral painted chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with tore handles 71cm x 71cm x
29cm £30-50

501

An album of first day covers, stock book of Isle of Man stamps and 7 other albums £20-30

502

An arch shaped iron fire back decorated a horseman 55cm x 55cm x 3cm £40-60

503

A pair of Venetian style mirrored glass wall light brackets together with 1 other pair £30-40

504

A large collection of Scalextric track contained in 2 large plastic cartons £30-40

505

An 18th Century copper warming pan with turned wooden handle, a blue and white floral patterned chamber
pot, 3 hot water bottles and an Improved inhaler £24-34

506

A quantity of Wedgwood Mrs Tiggy Winkle nursery tea ware £30-40

507

A cut glass mallet shaped decanter and stopper 23cm, 2 others (some chips to ends of stoppers) £10-20

508

A quantity of Wedgwood Peter Rabbit nursery teaware £30-40

509

A 1930's Royal Crown Stafford muffin dish, a Continental figure of a walking tiger, a 1950's liqueur set and a
small collection of glassware £20-30
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510

6 Blyton's Toyland Corgi Noddy vehicles and a small collection of model toy cars £24-34

511

A pair of silver plated table cockerels, a rectangular planished silver plated box containing 6 napkin rings, an
oval silver plated cake basket, a circular ditto and an oval twin handled dish frame £16-26

512

A Royal Limoges garter blue glazed vase with panel decorated ladies on a balcony 36cm x 19cm (crack to
base) £16-24

513

A pair of gilt oval photograph frames 24cm x 17cm, a 17th/18th Century brass petal based candlestick 23cm x
12cm, a silver plated salver and minor plated items etc £20-30

514

A Continental blue and white plated pottery teapot, a white glazed pottery teapot decorated birds and a
collection of decorative table china £10-20

515

9 various Revell plastic models, unmade and boxed £24-34

516

A TRT part trains set comprising various items of rolling stock, a Dan Dare radio station, a Lehmann Rigi 900
model of a cable car and a Burago 1/18 model kit of a 1937 Jaguar SS100 Targa Florio £30-40

519

A Royal Albert Old Country Rose pattern telephone, ditto table lamp, specimen vase and jar and cover £30-50

520

A set of 6 Victorian green glass wine glasses with clear glass stems, 4 cocktail glasses, 3 amber tinted glass
plates to commemorate the bi-centenary of the USA and a glass flower spreader £24-34

521

A Chinese O gauge, plastic battery operated locomotive, 2 OO gauge clockwork locomotives and a small
collection of rails etc together with a lead figure of a guardsman, 1 other (f), ditto cowboy, a lead figure of a
cavalryman and 4 other lead figures £10-16

523

A pair of Edwardian Flo Bleu patterned twin handled vases 33cm (both f and r) £20-30

524

2 orange Carnival Glass pedestal bowls and 2 other pedestal bowls, a pair of Regent gilt metal jars and
covers 5cm x 10cm, a turned olive wood pedestal bowl 10cm x 17cm together with 7 carved hardstone eggs
£20-30

525

A J and G Meakin Studio dinner/tea service with poppy decoration £20-30

526

A J Fryer & Sons red and gilt banded dinner service £30-40

527

A collection of Scalextric track and hand controllers contained in 3 boxes £30-50

528

A pair of Edwardian Royal Bonn Worcester style twin handled vases 35cm (af) £20-30

529

A B and J Saxton, Warrington Lincs, Art Pottery vase 18cm, a Chinese style Art Pottery vase 25cm and a
circular brown glazed Art Pottery bowl 26cm (chip to rim) £10-16

530

Various collectors plates £14-20

531

A glass 5 light electrolier and a glass bag shaped light fittings £20-30

532

A part Royal Doulton Tonkin patterned tea service and a Royal Doulton Provencal tea service £30-40

533

A Wedgwood blue Jasper style dinner service £100-150

534

An Art Deco gilt metal dressing table set, 1 other and a pottery ditto £24-34

535

An orange coloured glass decanter, 7 wines, 3 tumblers and a purple vase, 7 sundaes and minor drinking
glasses £10-20

536

A collection of O gauge rails, empty Triang boxes and an H&M electrical equipment controller £24-34

537

A Carpenter and Sadler Adams Poole Pottery vase with floral decoration 11cm and a collection of decorative
figures £20-30

538

A pair of Hammersley and Co sandwich plates, a Worcester vase, a Belleek vase, other plates and minor
decorative china and glassware £8-14

539

A collection of Indian Tree dinnerware £20-30
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540

An Eastern embossed brass jardiniere 24cm x 27cm together with a rectangular engraved Chinese brass tray
decorated dragons 30cm x 21cm, a copper scoop, a cylindrical Eastern brass jar and cover containing 3
measures 8cm x 7cm, 2 circular brass dishes 12cm, a circular brass tray 30cm and a brass and "silver" inlaid
tray 23cm £16-24

541

A 19th Century mallet shaped decanter, 2 other decanters and a scent bottle and stopper £20-30

542

A Bavarian Schirnding tea/dinner service £24-34

543

A Wedgwood Williamsburg Potpourri part dinner service and coffee service and an early 20th Century
Japanese scallop plate decorated with stylised flowers 28cm and a Quimper style dish with silver mount
£14-24

544

Two Denby bowls and 2 Denby casserole dishes £20-30

545

Three gilt metal light fittings £10-20

546

A pair of early 20th Century Satsuma bottle vases decorated with figures 31cm (1f) £10-20

547

An onyx cigarette box with hinged lid, ditto lighter, candle holder, 2 ashtrays and an egg £10-20

548

A 1970's Meakin Poppy patterned coffee and dinner service £14-20

549

A Royal Doulton Gold Florentine patterned coffee pot, teapot and cream jug together with a Wedgwood part
tea service £20-30

550

A part Royal Doulton Mandalay pattern tea, coffee and dinner service £30-40

551

A circular cut glass bowl together with a collection of various cut glass dishes, a pair of glass lustres and other
glassware £8-14

552

Eight Marius Giuge Vallauris brown glazed earthenware fish plates and seven ditto bowls (1 plate chipped, 1
bowl is stuck) £20-30

553

A collection of Scalextric track contained in 2 plastic crates £30-40

554

A Royal Doulton Westwood pattern coffee/dinner service comprising 6 coffee cups, coffee pot, milk jug, sugar
bowl, 6 plates, 11 dinner plates, 6 side plates, 2 tureens and covers, 6 dessert bowls, 2 sauce boats and
stands 6 saucers £8-14

555

A silver backed hand mirror and 5 other hand mirrors £20-30

557

A wooden Jack plane, 3 smoothing planes and 3 router planes £24-34

558

A pottery figure of a seated Dalmatian 72cm x 30cm x 24cm (head f and r) £20-30

559

A vintage Gardner half minute freezer, boxed £30-50

560

A pair of 19th Century brass candle chamber sticks together with a Gourdy Welsh plate (cracked) £20-30

561

A canteen of silver plated cutlery £24-34

562

A collection of Hornby Dublo figures, buildings etc £20-30

563

A collection of plastic toy soldiers £16-24

564

A "Stressless" style armchair in grey leathers (wear to the arms) £10-20

565

A 20th Century porcelain table lamp in the form of a seated lady raised on a hardwood stand 32cm £10-16

566

A Victorian mahogany spoon back bedroom chair with pierced and carved mid rail, woven cane seat and an
Edwardian inlaid mahogany stick and bar back bedroom chair £10-20

567

A 1960's bevelled plate wall mirror 92cm x 30cm together with a mirror contained in a gilt frame 89cm x 66cm
£10-20

568

J Boucher, watercolour drawing, highland study, lake with buildings 17cm x 27cm together with C F Tunnicliffe
a print study of a woodcock 47cm x 53cm and 4 19th Century coloured prints of birds, framed, 10cm x 9cm,
20cm x 5cm, 15cm x 19cm and 15cm x 21cm £14-20
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569

A Zulu style spear and shield frame 162cm x 58cm £30-40

570

A cylindrical cordite carrier with leather handle 41cm h x 18cm diam. £20-30

571

Two Royal Doulton Toby jugs - City Gent and Tchaikovsky, other Toby jugs and decorative ceramics £30-40

572

3 wooden jack planes and 2 wooden moulding planes £16-24

573

A set of 5 framed monochrome etchings - studies of Manchester £30-50

574

A set of 8 beech and elm Windsor wheel back dining chairs £30-50
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